Template for Smaller-Nose mask
What to do:
1. Cut this out and use as template/pattern. This is one side of the face. Flip over for the other side of the face. Cut three layers of 		
fabric for each side. I use quilting cotton for front and back, and I sacrificed a 100% cotton high thread count pillowcase for the
interior lining. Don’t forget to wash and iron your fabric first, before cutting and sewing.
2. Find instructions online for the “Olson Mask”, without the filter pocket. Your interior lining will replace the replaceable filter.
3. Follow those instructions. Take your time. I made a LOT of mistakes, but did not repeat any. Practice on lesser fabric.
4. Don’t forget to sew the good side of the fabric face to face, i.e. inside-out. Leave an opening to turn the mask inside-out.
5. Decide if you want fabric ties or elastic around the head or ear elastics. Follow online instructions and videos for those things.
6. Wear your mask. Make some more. Be pandemic stylish!

Template for Larger-Nose mask (with a little breathing space)
What to do:
1. Cut this out and use as template/pattern. This is one side of the face. Flip over for the other side of the face. Cut three layers of 		
fabric for each side. I use quilting cotton for front and back, and I sacrificed a 100% cotton high thread count pillowcase for the
interior lining. Don’t forget to wash and iron your fabric first, before cutting and sewing.
2. Find instructions online for the “Olson Mask”, without the filter pocket. Your interior lining will replace the replaceable filter.
3. Follow those instructions. Take your time. I made a LOT of mistakes, but did not repeat any. Practice on lesser fabric.
4. Don’t forget to sew the good side of the fabric face to face, i.e. inside-out. Leave an opening to turn the mask inside-out.
5. Decide if you want fabric ties or elastic around the head or ear elastics. Follow online instructions and videos for those things.
6. Wear your mask. Make some more. Be pandemic stylish!

